
ACCESSORY JAWS 
 

EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENT JAW SETS 
 
Refer to “Accessory Jaws – Range of Applications” for specific sizes that can be 
handled by each jaw type. 
 
 

     25MM JAW SET  

 
 
 

       PIN JAW SET 

 
 
 
 
   50MM JAW SET 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Code: JS25N 
USES: 
Bowls  
Spigot turning  
Dowel holding 
Not to be used with the Cole Jaw set 
 

 

Code: JSPIN 
USES:  
Bowls  
Spigot turning  
Dowel holding 
Pin Chuck  
- useful for free form edge bowls.  
- don’t need to bore exact size as with other pin jaws. 
Drill Chuck – holding twist drills  
Note to be used with the Cole Jaw set 
 

Code: JS50N 
USES:   
Bowls 
Spigot turning 
 
A versatile all round jaw that enables the turner to become 
fully competent with the Nova Scroll Chuck/SuperNova 
Chuck before moving on to more specialised jaws. 
 
Can be fitted onto cole jaw set for ease when rechucking. 



75MM JAW SET  

 

 

SPIGOT JAWS 35MM AND 45MM  

 
 
 
 
100MM JAW SET  

 

 

 

130MM JAW SET  

 
 
 
 

Code: JS75N 
USES: 
Footed bowls – in contracting mode. The step sizes provide 
optimum gripping for three foot sizes with minimal crush 
damaged wood. 
 
Bowls 
 
Can be used with the Cole Jaw Set 
 

 

Codes: JS-SP35 and JS-SP45 
USES: 
Spigot turning  
Available in two different internal sizes, 35mm and 
45mm.   
Designed to grip both in the contracting and in the 
expanding mode. 
 

Code: JS100N 
USES: 
Bowls 
Designed for expanded dovetail, reverse dovetail for 
gripping footed bowls, with limited spigot facility - not 
recommended for square spigot work.  There is 
provision to mount false wooden jaws, so customised 
jaws can be made for special purposes. 
 
 

Code: JS130N 
Essentially the big brother to the 100mm jaw set.  
These are designed to handle large work up to 750mm 
in diameter.  An ideal ‘companion jaw’ to the 
SuperNova as the extra power of the SuperNova 
matches the big capacity of these jaws.  These jaws are 
also ideal for use with centre saving systems. 
 



COLE JAW SET  

 
 

 
 
 
 

VARIJAW SET  

 
 
 

POWERGRIP JAW SET  

 
 
 

VACUUM FACEPLATE  

 

Code: JSCOLE 
USES: 
Re-chucking of bowls to remove chuck marks  
Re-shape the bottoms of bowls that have 
already been turned.  Many other Nova jaw sets 
can be fitted to the Cole Jaws making a 
combination jaw facility - expanding dovetail 
facility for mounting bowls/platters and a reverse 
dovetail for mounting footed bowls/platters. 

Code: VARIJAW 
Designed for use with the 50mm jaw set.  These 
jaws open up exciting possibilities for multi-centre 
and multi axis turning.   This accessory allows you 
to turn a portion on one centre and the next section 
on another centre - or use the same amount of 
offset and index the work around to one of six 
positions.  Each situation offers distinctly different 
results and an almost limitless range of off centre 
effects. 
 

Code: PJSN 
A multi purpose jaw that should satisfy the needs 
of bowl turners and hollow form turners.  The 
dovetail sizes fit neatly between the standard 
50mm and the Jumbo 130mm jaw sets, while the 
spigot facility enables larger/longer hollow forms 
to be undertaken. 
 

Code: FPV 
Designed for use with the 50mm jaw set.  Provides 
a faceplate facility to enable you to vacuum chuck.  
The faceplate allows you the maximum freedom in 
designing any size or shape of carrier.  MDF or 
wooden carriers made to suit your particular 
workpieces are screwed to the faceplate.   The seal 
between the carrier and workpieces needs to be 
made of sheet closed cell foam (neoprene rubber). 
 



 


